
 

This is a short and sweet lesson on the use of "Ki" and "Luka" in Urdu. It's a summary of an article that's been published by
BBC Urdu. The article lists the words for an explanation, but it also includes some cool examples from literature to show how
they are used in different ways. The article is titled: Bilal Saeed Ni Das De Ki Lukaya E. Just to make it clear, that's not my
name nor do I suggest that anyone would like to use the name "Bilal". It's just an example of how this word can be used in
different ways. (das daaz kar dena, ik dawai khan ki lukaya e) This is a short and sweet lesson on the use of "Ki" and "Luka" in
Urdu. It's a summary of an article that's been published by BBC Urdu. The article lists the words for an explanation, but it also
includes some cool examples from literature to show how they are used in different ways. The article is titled: Bilal Saeed Ni
Das De Ki Lukaya E. Just to make it clear, that's not my name nor do I suggest that anyone would like to use the name "Bilal".
It's just an example of how this word can be used in different ways. (das daaz kar dena, ik dawai khan ki lukaya e) In today's
lesson we learn grammar for a new situation: Giving orders to do something. We also learn a few expressions for this situation.
As usual, the lesson includes some example sentences to help you understand what you can do with these new phrases. Here is
the article itself: zer dena – Asking People For Things In Urdu In today's lesson we learn grammar for a new situation: Giving
orders to do something. We also learn a few expressions for this situation. As usual, the lesson includes some example sentences
to help you understand what you can do with these new phrases. Here is the article itself: zer dena – Asking People For Things
In Urdu The article teaches us how to use "Lagana". The lessons in the article are in small, but it is important for everyone who
wants to learn Urdu. We also learn how to use different parts of speech in this short easy lesson. It is titled: Lagane Ka Tarika E.
(Using the phrase Lagana) (Rahan lagana - To Stop).
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